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Unit roles for summer lottery 

These role descriptions are designed for guidance only, to assist units who may not be familiar with 

roles and responsibilities during the Summer Lottery. In many cases one person may do both jobs. 

A Ticket Sales Co-ordinator Handbook with more detailed guidance will be sent to all ticket co-

ordinators before the lottery opens. Each of the prize display boats has on board a Prize Display Boat 

Co-ordinators Handbook.  

Ticket Sales Co-ordinator 

 Main contact for CNZ Lottery Team and unit ticket sellers 

 Orders tickets from CNZ Lottery Team by fully completing the Lottery Ticket Application 

Form, and ensures unit has enough tickets to meet upcoming demand 

 Distributes tickets to ticket sellers and keeps records of who has which tickets 

 Ensures all ticket sellers are aware of the lottery structure, e.g. prizes on offer, how bonus 

prizes work, when and how to issue complimentary tickets etc. 

 Ensures sellers comply with ticket sales rules and regulations 

 Keeps daily records of ticket sales, EFTPOS use and bankings 

 Banks cash at local Westpac branch 

 Completes audit form 

 Packages up sold and unsold ticket books and prepares unit’s ticket return at end of lottery 

 Ensures timely return of tickets from their local sellers at the end of the lottery 

*Important note: If the Ticket Sales Co-ordinator changes during the lottery, they will pass on the 

contact details of the new Ticket Sales Co-ordinator to the CNZ Lottery Team. 

Prize Display Boat Co-ordinator 

 Contact for CNZ Lottery Team and unit ticket sellers 

 Requests prize boat from CNZ using prize boat request form 

 Coordinates booking of retail/event space for displaying prize boat 

 Coordinates team of sellers 

 Coordinates setting up of prize display, unpacking and repacking boat and checking items 

 Responsible for storing prize boat and maintaining in excellent condition 

 Ensures any damage to the prize boat is immediately reported to the CNZ Lottery Team. 

 Liaises with other units to receive and transfer prize boat, including driving boat to next unit 

/ meeting at halfway point for transfer (on a best endeavours basis. If not feasible CNZ will 

try to arrange transport.) 


